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Question 5–2

A collar of mass m1 is attached to a rod of mass m2 and length l as shown in

Fig. P5-2. The collar slides without friction along a horizontal track while the

rod is free to rotate about the pivot point Q located at the collar. Knowing that

the angle θ describes the orientation of the rod with the vertical, that x is the

horizontal position of the cart, and that gravity acts downward, determine a

system of two differential equations for the collar and the rod in terms of x and

θ.

g

l

m1

m2

x

Q

θ

Figure P5-2

Solution to Question 5–2

Preliminaries

For this problem it is convenient to apply the following balance laws:

• Newton’s 2nd law to the collar

• Euler’s 1st law to the center of mass of the rod

• Euler’s 2nd law about the center of mass of the rod

In order to use the aforementioned balance laws, we will need the following

kinematic quantities in an inertial reference frame:

• The acceleration of the collar

• The acceleration of the center of mass of the rod

• The rate of change of angular momentum of the rod relative to the center

of mass of the rod
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Kinematics

First, let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate

system fixed in F :

Origin at Collar When x = 0

Ex = To The Right

Ez = Out of Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Next, let R be a reference frame fixed to the rod. Then, choose the following

coordinate system fixed in R:

Origin at Collar

er = Along Rod

Ez = Out of Page

eθ = Ez × er

The relationship between the bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eθ,Ez} is shown in

Fig. 5-2 Using Fig. 5-2, we have that

er

eθ

Ex

Ey

Ez,ez

θ

θ

Figure 5-2 Relationship Between Bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eθ,Ez} for Ques-

tion 6.2.

er = sinθEx − cosθEy
eθ = cosθEx + sinθEy
Ex = sinθer + cosθeθ
Ey = − cosθer + sinθeθ

(5.46)

In terms of the basis {Ex,Ey ,Ez}, the position of the collar is given as

r = xEx (5.47)
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Therefore, the velocity of the collar in reference frame F is given as

Fv = ẋEx (5.48)

Furthermore, the acceleration of the collar in reference frame F is given as

Fa = ẍEx (5.49)

Next, the position of the center of mass of the rod relative to the collar is given

as

r̄− r = l

2
er (5.50)

In addition, the angular velocity of R in reference frame F is given as

FωR = θ̇Ez (5.51)

Differentiating FωR in Eq. (5.51), the angular acceleration of reference frame R
in reference frame F is given as

FαR = θ̈Ez (5.52)

Then, since the location of the collar is also a point on the rod, the acceleration

of the center of mass of the rod relative to the collar is obtained from rigid body

kinematics as

Fā− Fa = FαR × (̄r− r)+ FωR ×
[

FωR × (̄r− r)
]

(5.53)

Using the expression for r̄ − r from Eq. (5.50), the expression for FωR from

Eq. (5.51), and the expression for Eq. (5.52), we obtain

Fā− Fa = θ̈Ez ×
(

l

2
er

)

+ θ̇Ez ×
[

θ̇Ez ×
(

l

2
er

)]

(5.54)

Simplifying Eq. (5.54), we obtain

Fā− Fa = − l
2
θ̇2er +

l

2
θ̈eθ (5.55)

Then, using the fact that Fa = ẍEx , we obtain

Fā = ẍEx −
l

2
θ̇2er +

l

2
θ̈eθ (5.56)

Finally, we need
F
d
F

H̄/dt. We have that

F
H̄ = Ī

R · FωR (5.57)
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where Ī
R

is the moment of inertia tensor of the rod relative to the center of

mass and FωR is the angular velocity of the rod in reference frame F . Now

since the {er ,eθ,Ez} is a principle-axis basis, we have that

Ī
R = Īrrer ⊗ er + Īθθeθ ⊗ eθ + ĪzzEz ⊗ Ez (5.58)

Furthermore, using the expression for FωR as given in Eq. (5.51), we obtain

F
H̄ = Īzzθ̇Ez (5.59)

Now, for a slender rod of mass M and length l we have that

Īzz =
Ml2

12
(5.60)

Therefore,

F
H̄ = Ml

2

12
θ̇Ez (5.61)

Differentiating the expression in Eq. (5.61), we obtain

Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

= Ml
2

12
θ̈Ez (5.62)

Kinetics

As stated earlier, to solve this problem we will use the following balance laws:

• Newton’s 2nd law to the collar

• Euler’s 1st law to the center of mass of the rod

• Euler’s 2nd law about the center of mass of the rod

Application of Newton’s 2nd Law to Collar

The free body diagram of the collar is shown in Fig. 5-3. where

N

R
mg

Figure 5-3 Free Body Diagram of Collar for Question 6.2.
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N = Force of Track on Collar

R = Reaction Force of Hinge Due to Rod

mg = Force of Gravity

Then, from the geometry we have that1

N = NEy
R = Rrer + Rθeθ
mg = −mgEy

(5.63)

Using Eq. (5.46), the force R can be written as

R = Rr (sinθEx − cosθEy)+ Rθ(cosθEx + sinθEy) (5.64)

which gives

R = (Rr sinθ + Rθ cosθ)Ex + (−Rr cosθ + Rθ sinθ)Ey (5.65)

The total force on the collar is then given as

F = N+ R+mg

= NEy + (Rr sinθ + Rθ cosθ)Ex + (−Rr cosθ + Rθ sinθ)Ey −mgEy
(5.66)

This gives

F = (Rr sinθ + Rθ cosθ)Ex + (N −mg − Rr cosθ + Rθ sinθ)Ey (5.67)

Setting F equal to mFa using the expression for Fa from Eq. (5.49), we obtain

(Rr sinθ + Rθ cosθ)Ex + (N −mg − Rr cosθ + Rθ sinθ)Ey =mẍEx (5.68)

Equating components, we obtain the following two scalar equations:

mẍ = Rr sinθ + Rθ cosθ (5.69)

N −mg − Rr cosθ + Rθ sinθ = 0 (5.70)

Application of Euler’s 1st Law to Rod

Using the free body diagram of the rod as shown in Fig. 5-4, we have that

F = −R+Mg = −Rrer − Rθeθ −MgEy (5.71)

Also, equating F and mFā using Fā from Eq. (5.56), we have that

−Rrer − Rθeθ −MgEy = M
(

ẍEx +
l

2
θ̈eθ −

l

2
θ̇2er

)

(5.72)

1It is noted that, because the rod is a distributed mass, the reaction force between the collar

and the rod is not purely along the direction of the rod. Instead, the reaction force between the

collar and the rod has a component orthogonal to the rod.
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Eq. (5.72) can be split into components in the er and eθ directions by taking dot

products. We note that Furthermore, we note that

Ex · er = sinθ
Ey · er = − cosθ
Ex · eθ = cosθ
Ey · eθ = sinθ

(5.73)

Taking dot products in the er and eθ directions, respectively, we obtain the

following two scalar equations:

−Rr +Mg cosθ = Mẍ sinθ − Ml
2
θ̇2 (5.74)

−Rθ −Mg sinθ = Mẍ cosθ + Ml
2
θ̈ (5.75)

Application of Euler’s 2nd Law to Rod

Referring again to the free body diagram of the rod as shown in Fig. 5-4, we have

that where

−R

Mg

Figure 5-4 Free Body Diagram of Rod for Question 6.4.

−R = Reaction Force of Cart on Rod

Mg = Force of Gravity

Now since gravity passes through the center of mass of the rod, the only mo-

ment about the center of mass is due to −R. Consequently,

M̄ = (rR − r̄)× (−R) (5.76)

Also,

rR = xEx

r̄ = xEx +
l

2
er

(5.77)
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Consequently,

rR − r̄ = − l
2

er (5.78)

Then,

M̄ = − l
2

er × (−Rrer − Rθeθ) (5.79)

This gives

M̄ = l

2
RθEz (5.80)

Equating M̄ and
F
d
F

H̄/dt using the expression for
F
d
F

H̄/dt from Eq. (5.62), we

obtain
Ml2

12
θ̈ = l

2
Rθ (5.81)

This gives

Rθ =
Ml

6
θ̈ (5.82)

System of Two Differential Equations

The system of two differential equations can be obtained from Eq. (5.69), Eq. (5.70),

Eq. (5.82), Eq. (5.74), and Eq. (5.75). Substituting Eq. (5.82) into Eq. (5.75), we ob-

tain

−Mg sinθ − Ml
6
θ̈ = Mẍ cosθ + Ml

2
θ̈ (5.83)

Simplifying this last equation yields the first differential equation as

lθ̈ + 3

2
ẍ cosθ + 3g

2
sinθ = 0 (5.84)

Next, multiplying Eq. (5.74) by sinθ and Eq. (5.75) by cosθ , we have the follow-

ing two equations:

−Rr sinθ +Mg cosθ sinθ = Mẍ sin2θ − Ml
2
θ̇2 sinθ

−Rθ cosθ −Mg sinθ cosθ = Mẍ cos2θ + Ml
2
θ̈ cosθ

(5.85)

Adding these last two equations gives

−Rr sinθ − Rθ cosθ = Mẍ(sin2θ + cos2θ)− Ml
2
θ̇2 sinθ + Ml

2
θ̈ cosθ (5.86)

We then obtain

−Rr sinθ − Rθ cosθ = Mẍ − Ml
2
θ̇2 sinθ + Ml

2
θ̈ cosθ (5.87)
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Now substitute the expression for −Rr sinθ − Rθ cosθ from Eq. (5.69) into this

Eq. (5.87). This gives

−mẍ = Mẍ − Ml
2
θ̇2 sinθ + Ml

2
θ̈ cosθ (5.88)

Rearranging this last equation, we obtain the second differential equation as

(M +m)ẍ − Ml
2
θ̇2 sinθ + Ml

2
θ̈ cosθ = 0 (5.89)

The system of differential equations is then given as

lθ̈ + 3

2
ẍ cosθ + 3g

2
sinθ = 0

(M +m)ẍ − Ml
2
θ̇2 sinθ + Ml

2
θ̈ cosθ = 0

(5.90)
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Question 5–3

A bulldozer pushes a boulder of mass m with a known force P up a hill inclined

at a constant inclination angle β as shown in Fig. P5-3. For simplicity, the boul-

der is modeled as a uniform sphere of mass m and radius r . Assuming that

the boulder rolls without slip along the surface of the hill, that the coefficient

of dynamic Coulomb friction between the bulldozer and the boulder is µ, that

the force P is along the direction of the incline and passes through the center of

mass of the boulder, and that gravity acts downward, determine the differential

equation of motion of the boulder in terms of the variable x.

Friction (µ)

No Slip

P

g

r

x

O

β

Figure P5-3

Solution to Question 5–3

First, let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate

system fixed in F :

Origin at Point O when x = 0

Ex = Up Incline

Ez = Into Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Now for this problem it is helpful to do some of the kinetics before proceeding

with the remainder of the kinematics. First, the free body diagram of the sphere

is shown in Fig. 5-5 where P is the point on the sphere that instantaneously is

sliding on the plate and Q is the point on the sphere that is instantaneously in

contact with the incline.
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Ff

N

P

R

mgP

Q

Figure 5-5 Free Body Diagram of Sphere for Question 5–3.

Using Fig. 5-5, the forces acting on the sphere are given as

N = Force of Incline on Sphere

R = Force of Rolling

P = Force of Plate on Sphere

mg = Force of Gravity

Ff = Force of Friction Due to Contact of Sphere with Bulldozer

From the geometry we have that

N = NEy (5.91)

R = REx (5.92)

P = PEx (5.93)

mg = mguv (5.94)

Ff = −µ‖P‖ vrel

‖vrel‖
(5.95)

where uv is the unit vector in the vertically downward direction. Now uv is

shown in Fig. 5-6.

Using Fig. 5-6, we have that

uv = − sinβEx + cosβEy (5.96)

Therefore, the force of gravity is obtained as

mg = −mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy (5.97)

Next, in order to obtain the correct direction for the friction force Ff , we need

to determine vrel. We note that

vrel = FvRP − Fv
plate
P (5.98)
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⊗

Ex

Eyuv

β

Figure 5-6 Unit Vector in Vertically Downward Direction for Question 5–3.

where FvRP is the velocity of point P on the sphere in reference frame F and
Fv

plate
P is the of point P on the plate velocity of the plate in reference frame F

(we note in this case that the plate is the surface on which the sphere slides).

Now we have from the geometry of the problem that

rP = xEx − rEx = (x − r)Ex (5.99)

Consequently,

Fv
plate
P =

Fd
dt
(rP) = ẋEx (5.100)

Next, we need to determine
F

vRP . Since the sphere rolls without slip along the

incline, we have that
FvQ = 0 (5.101)

Also,
FvO = FvQ + FωR × (rO − rQ) (5.102)

whereR is the reference frame of the sphere and FωR is the angular velocity of

the sphere in reference frame F . Because for this problem the motion is planar,

we have that
FωR =ωEz (5.103)

Furthermore, from the definition of the coordinate system above we have that

rQ = xEx + rEy (5.104)

rO = xEx (5.105)

Consequently,

rO − rQ = −rEy (5.106)

We then have that

vO =ωEz × (−rEy) = rωEx (5.107)
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Furthermore, a second expression for rO is given as

rO = xEx (5.108)

Therefore,

FvO =
Fd
dt
(rO) = ẋEx (5.109)

Differentiating FvO in Eq. (5.109), the acceleration of point O in reference frame

F is given as
FaO = ẍEx (5.110)

Setting the result of Eq. (5.107) equal to the result of Eq.(5.109), we obtain

ẋ = rω (5.111)

which gives

ω = ẋ
r

(5.112)

Differentiating this last result, we obtain

ω̇ = ẍ
r

(5.113)

The angular velocity of the sphere is then given as

FωR = ẋ
r

Ez (5.114)

Furthermore, the angular acceleration of the sphere in reference frame F is

given as

FαR =
Fd
dt

(

FαR
)

= ẍ
r

Ez (5.115)

We can then use the expression for ω from Eq. (5.112) to determine FvP . We

have that
FvP = FvQ + FωR × (rP − rQ) (5.116)

Then, using Eq. (5.99) and Eq. (5.104), we have that

rP − rQ = −rEx − rEy (5.117)

Consequently,
FvRP =ωEz × (−rEx − rEy) = ẋEx − ẋEy (5.118)

Then vrel is obtained from Eq. (5.100) and Eq. (5.118) as

vrel = FvRP − Fv
plate
P = −ẋEy (5.119)

The force of friction Ff is then given as

Ff = −µ‖P‖
−ẋEy

ẋ
= µPEy (5.120)

We now have expressions for all of the forces acting the sphere and can proceed

to solving parts (a) and (b).
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Determination of Differential Equation of Motion

The differential equation of motion can be obtained using Euler’s law about the

point of contact of the sphere with the incline (i.e. about point Q), i.e. we can

apply

MQ − (̄r− rQ)×mFaQ =
Fd
dt

(

FHQ

)

(5.121)

Noting that r̄ = rO , we have that

MQ − (rO − rQ)×mFaQ = ḢQ (5.122)

Now the acceleration of the contact point Q is obtained as

FaQ = FaO + FαR × (rQ − rO)+ FωR ×
[

ω× (rQ − rO)
]

(5.123)

Using FaO from Eq. (5.110), FωR from Eq. (5.114), FαR from Eq. (5.115), and

the fact that rQ − rO = rEy , we obtain FaQ as

FaQ = ẍEx +
ẍ

r
Ez × rEy +

ẋ

r
Ez ×

[

ẋ

r
Ez × rEy

]

= ẍEx − ẍEx −
ẋ2

r
Ey

= − ẋ
2

r
Ey

(5.124)

Consequently, the inertial moment −(rO − rQ)×mFaQ is given as

−rEy ×m(−
ẋ2

r
Ey) = 0 (5.125)

Since the inertial moment is zero, for this problem Eq. (5.121) reduces to

MQ =
Fd
dt

(

FHQ

)

(5.126)

Next, looking at the free body diagram above, it can be seen that the forces

N and R both pass through point Q. Therefore, the moment relative to point Q
is due to only the forces P, Ff , and mg. We then have that

MQ = (rP − rQ)× P+ (rP − rQ)× Ff + (rO − rQ)×mg (5.127)

where

rP − rQ = −rEx − rEy (5.128)

rO − rQ = −rEy (5.129)
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Therefore,

MQ = (−rEx − rEy)× FEx + (−rEx − rEy)× µPEy

+ (−rEy)× (−mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy)
(5.130)

This last expression simplifies to

MQ = rPEz − rµPEz = rP(1− µ)Ez −mgr sinβEz (5.131)

Furthermore, the angular momentum relative to the contact point is given as

FHQ = F
H̄+ (rQ − rO)×m(FvQ − FvO) (5.132)

Now we have that
F

H̄ = Ī
R · FωR (5.133)

Now since {Ex,Ey ,Ez} is a principle-axis basis, we have that

Ī
R = ĪxxEx ⊗ Ex + ĪyyEy ⊗ Ey + ĪzzEz ⊗ Ez (5.134)

Then, substituting Ī
R

from Eq. (5.134) into Eq. (5.133), we obtain

F
H̄ = ĪzzωEz = Īzz

ẋ

r
Ez (5.135)

Now we have for a uniform sphere we have that Īzz = 2mr2/5. Consequently,

F
H̄ = 2mr2

5

ẋ

r
Ez =

2mrẋ

5
Ez (5.136)

Next, since FvQ = 0, we have that

(rQ − rO)×m(FvQ − FvO) =mrEy × (−ẋEx) =mrẋEz (5.137)

Consequently,

FHQ =
2mrẋ

5
Ez +mrẋEz =

7mrẋ

5
Ez (5.138)

Then, differentiating FHQ in reference frame F , we obtain
F
d
(

FHQ

)

/dt as

Fd
dt

(

FHQ

)

= 7mrẍ

5
Ez (5.139)

Equating MQ from Eq. (5.131) with
F
d
(

FHQ

)

/dt from Eq. (5.139), we obtain

rP(1− µ)−mgr sinβ = 7

5
mrẍ (5.140)

Simplifying Eq. (5.140), we obtain the differential equation of motion as

7

5
mẍ +mg sinβ = P(1− µ) (5.141)
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Question 5–4

A uniform slender rod of mass m and length l pivots about its center at the

fixed point O as shown in Fig. P5-4. A torsional spring with spring constant

K is attached to the rod at the pivot point. The rod is initially at rest and the

spring is uncoiled when a linear impulse F̂ is applied transversely at the lower

end of the rod. Determine (a) the angular velocity of the rod immediately after

the impulse F̂ is applied and (b) the maximum angle θmax attained by the rod

after the impulse is applied.

F̂

l

m

K
O

Figure P5-4

Solution to Question 5–4

Preliminaries

We note for this problem that the fixed point O is the center of mass. Further-

more, since the rod is constrained to rotate about point O, we need not consider

the translational motion of the center of mass of the rod. Then, since the only

motion that needs to be considered is the rotational motion of the rod about

its center of mass, the only kinematic quantity of interest in this problem is the

angular momentum of the rod.

Kinematics

First, let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate

system fixed in reference frame F :

Origin at Point O
Ex = Along Rod (Down)

Ez = Out of Page

Ey = Ez × Ex
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Next, let R be a reference frame fixed to the rod. Then, choose the following

coordinate system fixed in reference frame R:

Origin at Point O
er = Along Rod (Down)

ez = Ez
eθ = ez × er

Then, since the rod rotates about the ez-direction, the angular velocity of the

rod in reference frame F can then be expressed as

FωR =ωez (5.142)

Furthermore, the angular momentum of the rod in reference frame F relative

to the point O is given as
FHO = IRO · FωR (5.143)

Now since {er ,eθ,ez} is a principle-axis basis, the inertia tensor can be ex-

pressed as

IRO = IOrrer ⊗ er + IOθθeθ ⊗ eθ + IOzzez ⊗ ez (5.144)

Substituting the results of Eq. (5.144) and Eq. (5.142) into Eq. (5.143), we obtain
FHO as

FHO =
(

IOrrer ⊗ er + IOθθeθ ⊗ eθ + IOzzez ⊗ ez

)

·ωez = IOzzωez (5.145)

Finally, we have for a slender uniform rod that

IOzz =
ml2

12
(5.146)

Substituting the result of Eq. (5.146) into Eq. (5.145), we obtain

FHO =
ml2

12
ωez (5.147)

Kinetics

Since the center of mass of the rod is the fixed point O, in order to solve this

problem we only need to apply angular impulse and angular momentum relative

to the center of mass. From this point forward we will use the general notation

for the center of mass rather than using the subscript O. Then, applying angular

impulse and angular momentum relative to point O, we have that

ˆ̄M = F
H̄′ − F

H̄ (5.148)

The free body diagram of the rod during the application of F̂ is shown in Fig. 5-

7. Now, we first note that the impulse due to the torsional spring, τs , is zero
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F̂

R̂τ̂

Figure 5-7 Free Body Diagram of Rod During Application of F̂ for Problem

5–4.

because F̂ is assumed to be applied instantaneously and, thus, the orientation

of the rod does not change during the application of F̂. Next, we see that the

reaction impulse at point O, R̂, is inconsequential because R̂ passes through

point O. Therefore, the impulse applied to the rod about point O is given as

ˆ̄M = (rF̂ − r̄)× F̂ (5.149)

Now we see that

rF̂ =
l

2
er (5.150)

Furthermore, since F̂ is applied horizontally, we have that

F̂ = F̂eθ (5.151)

Substituting Eq. (5.150) and Eq. (5.151) into Eq. (5.149), we obtain

ˆ̄M = l

2
er × F̂eθ =

lF̂

2
Ez (5.152)

Next, since the rod is initially at rest, we have that

F
H̄ = 0 (5.153)

Then, substituting ω2 into the expression for HO from Eq. (5.143), we have that

F
H̄′ = ml

2

12
ω′Ez (5.154)

Setting M̂ from Eq. (5.152) equal to
F

H̄′ from Eq. (5.154, we obtain

lF̂

2
Ez =

ml2

12
ω′Ez (5.155)

Dropping Ez and solving for ω′, we obtain

ω′ = 6F̂

ml
(5.156)
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The angular velocity of the rod the instant after the impulse F̂ is applied is then

given as
(

FωR
)′
= 6F̂

ml
ez (5.157)

Now, after F̂ has been applied, the rod starts to rotate. Therefore, the only

forces and torques acting on the rod after the application of F̂ are the reaction

force, R, at point O and the spring torque, τs . Since Fv̄ = 0, we see that R ·vO =
0 which implies that R does no work. Furthermore, the spring torque τs is

conservative with potential energy

FU = FUs =
1

2
Kθ2 (5.158)

Since the only forces or torques acting on the rod after F̂ is applied are conser-

vative or do no work, energy is conserved. The total energy of the rod is then

given as
FE = FT + FU (5.159)

The kinetic energy is given as

FT = 1

2
mFv̄ · Fv̄+ 1

2

F
H̄ · FωR (5.160)

since Fv̄ = 0, the kinetic energy reduces to

T = 1

2

F
H̄ · FωR (5.161)

Substituting
1
2

F
H̄ from Eq. (5.143) into Eq. (5.161), we obtain

FT = ml
2ω2

24
(5.162)

Observing that ω = θ̇, we have that

FT = ml
2θ̇2

24
(5.163)

Now the point where θ attains its maximum value is where θ̇ = 0. Applying

conservation of energy, we have that

FT1 + FU1 = FT2 + FU2 (5.164)

where point “1” is immediately after F̂ is applied and point “2” is when θ̇ = 0.

We then have that

FT1 =
ml2ω2

1

24
(5.165)
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Now we note that ω1 =ω′ from Eq. (5.156). Consequently, we obtain FT1 as

FT1 =
ml2

24

[

6F̂

ml

]2

(5.166)

Furthermore, we have that U1 = 0 since the spring is initially uncoiled. Next, we

see that T2 = 0 since ω2 = θ̇2 = 0, i.e.

FT2 =
ml2ω2

2

24
= ml

2θ̇2
2

24
= 0 (5.167)

Last, we have that

FU2 =
1

2
Kθ2

max (5.168)

Then, applying Eq. (5.164), we obtain

ml2

24

[

6F̂

ml

]2

= 1

2
Kθ2

max (5.169)

Solving for θmax gives

θmax =
6F̂

ml

√

ml2

12K
(5.170)
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Question 5–5

A homogeneous cylinder of massm and radius r moves along a surface inclined

at a constant inclination angle β as shown in Fig. P5-5. The surface of the incline

is composed of a frictionless segment of known length x between points A and

B and a segment with a coefficient of friction µ from point B onwards. Knowing

that the cylinder is released from rest at point A and that gravity acts vertically

downward, determine (a) the velocity of the center of mass and the angular

velocity when the disk reaches point B, (b) the time (measured from point B)

when sliding stops and rolling begins, and (c) the velocity of the center of mass

and the angular velocity of the disk when sliding stops and rolling begins.

Frictionless

Friction (µ)

g

m

r

x
A

B

O

P

β

Figure P5-5

Solution to Question 5–5

Kinematics

Let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate system

fixed in reference frame F :

Origin at O
att = 0

Ex = Down Incline

Ez = Into Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

In terms of the basis {Ex,Ey ,Ez}, the position of the center of mass of the

cylinder is given as

r̄ = rO = xEx (5.171)
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Now, since the basis {Ex,Ey ,Ez} is fixed, the velocity of the center of mass of

the cylinder is given as
Fv̄ = ẋEx = v̄Ex (5.172)

Finally, the acceleration of the center of mass of the cylinder is given as

Fā =
Fd
dt

(

Fv̄
)

= ẍEx = ˙̄v = āEx (5.173)

Next, since the cylinder rotates about the Ez-direction, the angular velocity of

the cylinder in the fixed reference frame F is given as

FωR =ωEz (5.174)

Finally, the velocity of the instantaneous point of contact, P , in reference frame

F is given as

FvP = Fv̄+ FωR × (rP − r̄) = v̄Ex +ωEz × rEy = (v̄ − rω)Ex (5.175)

where we note that

rP − r̄ = rEy (5.176)

Kinetics

The kinetics of this problem are divided into the following two distinct seg-

ments:

(a) the frictionless segment

(b) the segment with friction

We will analyze each of these segments separately.

Kinetics During Frictionless Segment

The free body diagram of the cylinder during the frictionless segment is shown

in Fig. 5-8. It can be seen from Fig. 5-8 that the following forces act on the

cylinder during the frictionless segment:

N = Normal Force of Incline on Cylinder

mg = Force of Gravity

Now from the geometry of the problem we have that

N = NEy (5.177)

mg = mguv (5.178)

(5.179)
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N

mg

Figure 5-8 Free Body Diagram of Cylinder During Frictionless Segment for

Question 5–5.

.

⊗

Ex

Ey

Ez

uv

β

Figure 5-9 Direction of Unit Vertical uv in Terms of Ex and Ey for Question

5–5.

where uv is the unit vector in the vertically downward direction as shown in

Fig. 5–9.

Using Fig. 5–9, we have

uv = sinβEx + cosβEy (5.180)

Consequently, the force of gravity is given as

mg =mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy (5.181)

Now we know that the force of gravity is conservative. Furthermore, because

the normal force N acts at point P , we have that

N · FvP = NEy · (v̄ − rω)Ex = 0 (5.182)

Eq. (5.182) implies that the power of N is zero which implies that N does no

work. Then, since gravity is the only force other than N and is conservative,

energy is conserved during the frictionless segment, i.e.,

FE = FT + FU = constant (5.183)

Now the kinetic energy in reference frame F is given as

FT = 1

2
mFv̄ · Fv̄+ 1

2
m
F

H̄ · FωR (5.184)
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Now we are given that the disk is released from rest which implies that

F
H̄(t = 0) = 0 (5.185)

Furthermore, from the free body diagram of Fig. 5-8 is is seen that both of the

forces that act on the cylinder during the frictionless segment pass through the

center of mass of the cylinder. Consequently, the resultant moment about the

center of mass of the cylinder during the frictionless segment is zero, i.e.,

M̄ = 0 (5.186)

Then, since M̄ ≡ 0 during the frictionless segment, we have that

Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

= 0 (5.187)

Eq. (5.187) implies that
F

H̄ = constant (5.188)

during the frictionless segment. Then, Eq. (5.185), together with Eq. (5.187)

implies that
F

H̄ = 0 (5.189)

during the frictionless segment. Consequently, the kinetic energy of the cylinder

during the frictionless segment reduces to

FT = 1

2
mFv̄ · Fv̄ (5.190)

Substituting the expression for Fv̄ from Eq. (5.172) into Eq. (5.190), we obtain

the kinetic energy as

FT = 1

2
mv̄Ex · v̄Ex =

1

2
mv̄2 (5.191)

Next, since the only conservative force acting on the cylinder is that due to

gravity, the potential energy in reference frame F is given as

FU = FUg = −mg · r̄ (5.192)

Substituting the results of Eq. (5.181) and Eq. (5.171) into Eq. (5.192), we obtain

the potential energy in reference frame F as

FU = FUg = −(mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy) · xEx = −mgx sinβ (5.193)

Then, substituting the results of Eq. (5.191) and Eq. (5.193) into Eq. (5.183), we

obtain the total energy of the cylinder during the frictionless segment as

FE = 1

2
mv̄2 −mgx sinβ = constant (5.194)
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Then, using the principle of work and energy for a rigid body, we have that

FE0 = FE1 (5.195)

where FE0 and FE1 are the total energies of the cylinder at the beginning and

end of the frictionless segment. Eq. (5.195) implies that

1

2
mv̄2

0 −mgx0 sinβ = 1

2
mv̄2

1 −mgx1 sinβ (5.196)

Now we know that v̄0 = 0 and x0 are both zero. Therefore,

1

2
mv̄2

1 −mgx1 sinβ = 0 (5.197)

Then, knowing that x1 = x, we can solve Eq. (5.197) for v̄1 to give

v̄1 =
√

2gx sinβ (5.198)

Eq. (5.198) implies that the velocity of the center of mass of the cylinder at the

end of the frictionless segment is given as

Fv̄(t1) =
√

2gx sinβEx (5.199)

Finally, since
F

H̄ ≡ 0 during the frictionless segment, the angular velocity of the

cylinder during the frictionless segment is also zero which implies that

FωR(t1) = 0 (5.200)

Segment with Friction

The free body diagram of the cylinder during the segment with friction is shown

in Fig. 5-10.

⊗

Ex

Ey

Ez

uv

β

Figure 5-10 Free Body Diagram of Cylinder During Segment with Friction for

Question 5–5.

It can be seen that the key difference between the segment with friction and

the frictionless segment is that a friction force, Ff , acts at the instantaneous
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point of contact. Recalling that the expression for the force of sliding Coulomb

friction is given as

Ff = −µ‖N‖
vrel

‖vrel‖
(5.201)

Now we know that

vrel = FvP
R − FvP

S (5.202)

where S denotes the inclined surface. Now since the incline is fixed, we have

that
FvP

S = 0 (5.203)

which implies that

vrel = FvP
R (5.204)

Then, using the result of Eq. (5.175), we have that

vrel = (v̄ − rω)Ex (5.205)

Now we know that, at the beginning of the segment with friction that

v̄(t1)− rω(t1) = v̄(t1) > 0 (5.206)

Therefore, during the period when the cylinder is sliding, we must have that

v̄ − rω > 0 (5.207)

which implies that

|v̄ − rω| = v̄ − rω (5.208)

Therefore, we have that

vrel

‖vrel‖
= (v̄ − rω)Ex|v̄ − rω| = Ex (5.209)

The force of sliding Coulomb friction is then given as

Ff = −µ‖N‖Ex (5.210)

Now, in order to solve for the velocity of the center of mass of the cylinder

and the angular velocity of the cylinder at the instant that sliding stops and

rolling begins, we need to apply both the principle of linear impulse and linear

momentum and the principle of angular impulse and angular momentum. First,

we can apply the principle of linear impulse and linear momentum by applying

Euler’s 1st law to the cylinder during the segment with friction as

F = Fā (5.211)

First, the resultant force acting on the cylinder during the segment with friction

is given as

F = N+mg+ Ff (5.212)
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Using the expressions for N, mg, and Ff from Eq. (5.177), Eq. (5.181), and

Eq. (5.210), we obtain the resultant force acting on the cylinder as

F = NEy +mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy − µ‖N‖Ex (5.213)

Then, using F from Eq. (5.213) and the expression for Fā from Eq. (5.173) in

Eq. (5.211), we have that

NEy +mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy − µ‖N‖Ex =mẍEx (5.214)

Simplifying Eq. (5.214), we obtain

(mg sinβ− µ‖N‖)Ex + (N +mg cosβ)Ey − µ‖N‖Ex =mẍEx (5.215)

Equating components in Eq. (5.215) yields the following two scalar equations:

mg sinβ− µ‖N‖ = mẍ (5.216)

N +mg cosβ = 0 (5.217)

Eq. (5.217) implies that

N = −mg cosβ (5.218)

Consequently, the magnitude of the normal force, ‖N‖, is given as

‖N‖ =mg cosβ (5.219)

Substituting ‖N‖ from Eq. (5.219) into Eq. (5.216) gives

mg sinβ− µmg cosβ =mẍ (5.220)

Eq. (5.220) simplifies to

g(sinβ− µ cosβ) = ẍ (5.221)

Integrating Eq. (5.221) from t = t1 to t = t2 where t2 is the time when sliding

stops and rolling begins, we have that

∫ t2

t1
g(sinβ− µ cosβ)dt =

∫ t2

t1
ẍdt = ẋ(t2)− ẋ(t1) = v̄(t2)− v̄(t1) (5.222)

Now since the quantity g(sinβ− µ cosβ) is constant, we have that

∫ t2

t1
g(sinβ− µ cosβ)dt = g(sinβ− µ cosβ)(t2 − t1) (5.223)

Substituting the result of Eq. (5.223) into Eq. (5.222) gives

g(sinβ− µ cosβ)(t2 − t1) = v̄(t2)− v̄(t1) (5.224)

Next, we can apply the principle of angular impulse and angular momentum

to the cylinder during the segment with friction indirectly by applying Euler’s
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2nd law. Using the center of mass of the cylinder as the reference point, we have

Euler’s 2nd law as

M̄ =
Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

(5.225)

Now since N and mg pass through the center of mass, the only moment acting

on the cylinder during the friction segment is that due to friction and is given

as

M̄ = (rP − r̄)× Ff (5.226)

Recalling that rP − r̄ = rEy and using the expression for Ff from Eq. (5.210), we

have that

M̄ = rEy × (−µ‖N‖Ex) = rEy × (−µmg cosβEx) = rµmg cosβEz (5.227)

Furthermore, the angular momentum of the cylinder relative to the center of

mass in reference frame F is given as

F
H̄ = Ī

R · FωR (5.228)

Since {Ex,Ey ,Ez} is a principle-axis basis, we can write the moment of inertia

tensor of the cylinder as

Ī
R = ĪxxEx × Ex + ĪyyEy × Ey + ĪzzEz × Ez (5.229)

Then, using the expression for FωR from Eq. (5.174), we have that

F
H̄ = ĪzzωEz (5.230)

Now we have for a uniform circular cylinder that

Īzz =
mr2

2
(5.231)

We then have that
F

H̄ = mr
2

2
ωEz (5.232)

Then, integrating Eq. (5.225) from t1 to t2, we have that

∫ t2

t1
M̄dt =

∫ t2

t1

Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

dt = F
H̄(t2)− F

H̄(t1) (5.233)

Now, noting that rµmg cosβ and the vector Ez are constant, we have from

Eq. (5.227) that

∫ t2

t1
M̄dt =

∫ t2

t1
rµmg cosβEzdt = rµmg cosβ(t2 − t1)Ez (5.234)
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Substituting the result of Eq. (5.234) and the result of Eq. (5.232) into Eq. (5.233),

we obtain

rµmg cosβ(t2 − t1)Ez =
mr2

2
ω(t2)Ez −

mr2

2
ω(t1)Ez (5.235)

Now we recall the cylinder is not rotating at the beginning of the friction seg-

ment. Consequently, ω(t1) = 0. Using this last fact, dropping the dependence

on Ez and solving Eq. (5.235) for ω(t2), we obtain

ω(t2) =
2gµ(t2 − t1) cosβ

r
(5.236)

Lastly, we know that, at time t2, when sliding stops and rolling begins, we

have the following kinematic constraint:

FvP(t2) = 0 (5.237)

Using the expression for FvP from Eq. (5.175), we have that

v̄(t2)− rω(t2) = 0 (5.238)

Solving Eq. (5.238) for ω(t2), we obtain

ω(t2) =
v̄(t2)

r
(5.239)

Using Eq. (5.224), Eq. (5.236), and Eq. (5.239), we can solve for the velocity

of the center of mass of the cylinder and the angular velocity of the cylinder at

time t2 when sliding stops and rolling begins. First, substituting the result of

Eq. (5.239) into Eq. (5.236), we have that

v̄(t2)

r
= 2gµ(t2 − t1) cosβ

r
(5.240)

Solving Eq. (5.240) for v̄(t2), we obtain

v̄(t2) = 2gµ(t2 − t1) cosβ (5.241)

Then, substituting the result of Eq. (5.241) into Eq. (5.224), we have that

g(sinβ− µ cosβ)(t2 − t1) = 2gµ(t2 − t1) cosβ− v̄(t1) (5.242)

Solving Eq. (5.242) for t2 − t1 gives

t2 − t1 =
v̄(t1)

g(3µ cosβ− sinβ)
(5.243)

Substituting the result of Eq. (5.243) into Eq. (5.241), we have that

v̄(t2) =
2µ cosβv̄(t1)

(3µ cosβ− sinβ)
(5.244)
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Now we have from the end of the frictionless segment that v̄(t1) =
√

2gx sinβ.

Consequently, we have from Eq. (5.244) that

v̄(t2) =
2µ cosβ

√

2gx sinβ

(3µ cosβ− sinβ)
(5.245)

The velocity of the center of mass of the cylinder at the instant when sliding

stops and rolling begins is then given as

Fv̄(t2) =
2µ cosβ

√

2gx sinβ

(3µ cosβ− sinβ)
Ex (5.246)

Finally, substituting the result of Eq. (5.245) into Eq. (5.239), we have that

ω(t2) =
2µ cosβ

√

2gx sinβ

r(3µ cosβ− sinβ)
(5.247)

The angular velocity of the cylinder at the instant when sliding stops and rolling

begins is then given as

FωR(t2) =
2µ cosβ

√

2gx sinβ

r(3µ cosβ− sinβ)
Ez (5.248)
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Question 5–6

One end of a uniform slender rod of mass m and length l slides along a fric-

tionless vertical surface while the other end of the rod slides along a friction-

less horizontal surface as shown in Fig. P5-6. The angle θ formed by the rod

is measured from the vertical. Knowing that gravity acts vertically downward,

determine (a) the differential equation of motion for the rod while it maintains

contact with both surfaces and (b) the value of the angle θ at which the rod loses

contact with the vertical surface. In obtaining your answers, you may assume

that the initial conditions are θ(t = 0) = 0 and θ̇(t = 0) = 0.

g

m, l

A

B

C
θ

Figure P5-6

Solution to Question 5–6

Kinematics:

First, let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate

system fixed in reference frame F :

Origin at C
Ex = To The Right

Ez = Out of Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Now we need the acceleration of the center of mass of the rod and the angular

acceleration of the rod. The position of the center of mass is given as

rC =
l

2
sinθEx +

l

2
cosθEy (5.249)

Differentiating rC with respect to time, we obtain

FvC =
Fd
dt
(rC) =

l

2
θ̇ cosθEx −

l

2
θ̇ sinθEy (5.250)
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Then, differentiating FvC with respect to time in reference frame F , we obtain

the acceleration of the center of mass of the rod in reference frame F as

FaC =
Fd
dt

(

FaC

)

= l

2

[

θ̈ cosθ − θ̇2 sinθ
]

Ex −
l

2

[

θ̈ sinθ + θ̇2 cosθ
]

Ey (5.251)

Also, the angular velocity of the rod in reference frame F is given as

FωR = θ̇Ez (5.252)

which implies that the angular acceleration of the rod is

FαR = θ̈Ez (5.253)

Kinetics

For this problem it is most convenient to apply Euler’s laws using the center

of mass of the rod as the reference point. The free body diagram of the rod is

given in Fig. 5-11 where

Nx

Ny

mg

A

B

C

Figure 5-11 Free Body Diagram of Rod for Question 5.7.

Nx = Reaction Force of Vertical Wall on Rod

Ny = Reaction Force of Floor on Rod

mg = Force of Gravity

From the geometry we have that

Nx = NxEx
Ny = NyEy
mg = −mgEy

(5.254)

Therefore, the resultant force on the rod is given as

F = Nx +Ny +mg = NxEx +NyEy −mgEy = NxEx + (Ny −mg)Ey (5.255)
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Then, applying Euler’s 1st law by setting F equal tomFaC where FaC is obtained

from Eq. (5.251), we have that

NxEx + (Ny −mg)Ey =
ml

2

[

θ̈ cosθ − θ̇2 sinθ
]

Ex −
ml

2

[

θ̈ sinθ + θ̇2 cosθ
]

Ey

(5.256)

Equating components in Eq. (5.256), we obtain the following two scalar equa-

tions:

Nx = ml

2

[

θ̈ cosθ − θ̇2 sinθ
]

(5.257)

Ny −mg = −ml
2

[

θ̈ sinθ + θ̇2 cosθ
]

(5.258)

Next, we apply Euler’s 2nd law relative to the center of mass. Since the force

of gravity passes through the center of mass, the resultant moment about the

center of mass is due to only Nx and Ny and is given as

MC = (rx − rC)×Nx + (ry − rC)×Ny (5.259)

We note that
rx = l cosθEy
ry = l sinθEx

(5.260)

Consequently,

rx − rC = l cosθEy −
[

l

2
sinθEx +

l

2
cosθEy

]

= − l
2

sinθEx +
l

2
cosθEy

ry − rC = l sinθEx −
[

l

2
sinθEx +

l

2
cosθEy

]

= l

2
sinθEx −

l

2
cosθEy

(5.261)

The moment MC is then given as

MC =
[

− l
2

sinθEx +
l

2
cosθEy

]

×NxEx +
[

l

2
sinθEx −

l

2
cosθEy

]

×NyEy

(5.262)

which simplifies to

MC = −
l

2
Nx cosθEz +

l

2
Ny sinθEz =

l

2

[

Ny sinθ −Nx cosθ
]

Ez (5.263)

Next, we have that
FHC = IC · FωR (5.264)

Now since {Ex,Ey ,Ez} is a principle-axis basis, we have that

IC = ICxxEx ⊗ Ex + ICyyEy ⊗ Ey + ICzzEz ⊗ Ez (5.265)
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Then, we obtain FHC as

FHC = ICzzFωR = ICzzθ̇Ez (5.266)

Now, we know that

ICzz =
ml2

12
(5.267)

FHC = ICzzθ̇Ez (5.268)

Then, differentiating FHC in reference frame F , we obtain

Fd
dt

(

FHC

)

= ICzzθ̈Ez (5.269)

Then, setting MC equal to
F
d
(

FHC

)

/dt, we obtain

l

2

[

Ny sinθ −Nx cosθ
]

= ml
2

12
θ̈ (5.270)

Simplifying this last result gives

Ny sinθ −Nx cosθ = ml
6
θ̈ (5.271)

(a) Differential Equation of Motion While Rod Maintains Contact With Wall and

Floor

Now we can determine the differential equation using the results from Eq. (5.257),

Eq. (5.258), and Eq. (5.271). First we solve Eq. (5.258) for Ny which gives

Ny =mg −
ml

2

[

θ̈ sinθ + θ̇2 cosθ
]

(5.272)

Next we substitute Nx from Eq. (5.257) and Ny from the last expression into

Eq. (5.271). This gives

{

mg − ml
2

[

θ̈ sinθ + θ̇2 cosθ
]

}

sinθ − ml
2

[

θ̈ cosθ − θ̇2 sinθ
]

cosθ = ml
6
θ̈

(5.273)

Multiplying out this last expression gives

mg sinθ−ml
2
θ̈ sin2θ−ml

2
θ̇2 cosθ sinθ−ml

2
θ̈ cos2θ+ml

2
θ̇2 sinθ cosθ = ml

6
θ̈

(5.274)

Noting that sin2θ + cos2θ = 1, we obtain

mg sinθ − ml
2
θ̈ = ml

6
θ̈ (5.275)
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from which we obtain
2ml

3
θ̈ =mg sinθ (5.276)

The differential equation of motion while the rod maintains contact with the

wall and the floor is given as

θ̈ = 3g

2l
sinθ (5.277)

(b) Value of θ When Rod Loses Contact With Vertical Wall

The rod will lose contact with the vertical wall when Nx = 0, i.e. when Nx = 0.

Consequently, we need to determine the value of θ such that

Nx =
ml

2

[

θ̈ cosθ − θ̇2 sinθ
]

= 0 (5.278)

It is seen from this last expression that we need to find expressions for θ̈ and

θ̇2 in terms of θ. We have an expression for θ̈ in terms of θ from the result of

part (a), i.e.

θ̈ = 3g

2l
sinθ (5.279)

Now we note that

θ̈ = dθ̇
dt

= dθ̇
dθ

dθ

dt
= θ̇ dθ̇

dθ
(5.280)

Therefore,

θ̇
dθ̇

dθ
= 3g

2l
sinθ (5.281)

Separating variables in this last expression, we obtain

θ̇dθ̇ = 3g

2l
sinθdθ (5.282)

Integrating both sides of this last equation gives

∫ θ̇

θ̇0

θ̇dθ̇ =
∫ θ

θ0

3g

2l
sinθdθ (5.283)

which gives
[

θ̇2

2

]θ̇

θ̇0

=
[

−3g

2l
cosθ

]θ

θ0

(5.284)

Noting that θ(t = 0) = 0 and θ̇(t = 0) = 0, we obtain

θ̇2

2
= 3g

2l
(1− cosθ) (5.285)
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Consequently,

θ̇2 = 3g

l
(1− cosθ) (5.286)

Substituting this last result for θ̇2 and the original differential equation from

Eq. (5.277) into Eq. (5.278), we obtain

ml

2

[

3g

2l
sinθ cosθ − 3g

l
(1− cosθ) sinθ

]

= 0 (5.287)

Simplifying this last expression, we obtain

1

2
sinθ cosθ − (1− cosθ) sinθ = 0 (5.288)

This gives

sinθ [cosθ − 2(1− cosθ)] = 0 (5.289)

which simplifies to

sinθ [3 cosθ − 2] = 0 (5.290)

Therefore, we have that

sinθ = 0 or 3 cosθ − 2 = 0 (5.291)

This implies that

θ = 0 or θ = cos−1(2/3) (5.292)

Since θ = 0 occurs before the motion starts, we reject this solution. Then the

angle θ at which the rod loses contact with the vertical wall is

θ = cos−1(2/3) (5.293)
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Question 5–7

A homogeneous semi-circular cylinder of mass m and radius r rolls without

slip along a horizontal surface as shown in Fig. P5-7. The center of mass of

the cylinder is located at point C while point O is located at the center of the

main diameter of the cylinder. Knowing that the angle θ is measured from

the vertical and that gravity acts downward, determine the differential equation

of motion for the cylinder. In obtaining your answers, you may assume that

4r/(3π) ≈ 0.42r .

g

r
C

O

P

4r

3π

θ

Figure P5-7

Solution to Question 5–7

Kinematics

First, let F be a fixed reference frame. Then choose the following coordinate

system fixed in F :

Origin at O When θ = 0

Ex = To The Right

Ez = Into Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Next, letR be a reference frame fixed to the cylinder. Then choose the following

coordinate system fixed in R:

Origin at O Moving with Cylinder

er = Along OC
ez = Into Page(= Ez)
eθ = Ez × er

The relationship between the bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eθ,ez} is shown in

Fig. 5-12. Using Fig. 5-12, we have that

er = − sinθEx + cosθEy
eθ = − cosθEx − sinθEy

(5.294)
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⊗

er

eθ

Ex

Ey

ez,Ez

θ

θ

Figure 5-12 Geometry of Coordinate Systems for Question 5–7.

Now since θ is the angle measured from the vertically downward direction,

the angular velocity of the cylinder in the fixed reference frame is given as

FωR = θ̇Ez (5.295)

Next, since the cylinder rolls without slip along a fixed surface, we have that

FvP = 0 (5.296)

Then, we have from kinematics of rigid bodies that

FvO − FvP = FvO = FωR × (rO − rP) (5.297)

Now, from the geometry of the problem we have that

rO − rP = −rEy (5.298)

Consequently, we obtain the velocity of point O in reference frame F as

FvO = θ̇Ez × (−rEy) = r θ̇Ex (5.299)

Furthermore, from kinematics of rigid bodies we have that

FvC − FvO = FωR × (rC − rO) (5.300)

Now, the position of point O is given as

rO = xEx (5.301)

Furthermore, the position of the center of mass of the cylinder is given as

rC = xEx + 0.42rer (5.302)

Consequently, we have the position of C relative to O as

rC − rO = 0.42rer (5.303)

Therefore,
FvC − FvO = θ̇Ez × 0.42rer = 0.42r θ̇eθ (5.304)

Then,
FvC = FvO + 0.42r θ̇eθ = r θ̇Ex + 0.42r θ̇eθ (5.305)
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Kinetics

The free body diagram of the cylinder is shown in Fig. 5-13. The forces acting

N

R

mg

Figure 5-13 Free Body Diagram for Question 5–7.

on the cylinder are

N = Reaction Force of Surface on Disk

R = Rolling Force

mg = Force of Gravity

Now it is important to notice that the forces N and R act point P and FvP = 0.

Consequently, neither N nor R do any work. Since the only other force acting on

the cylinder is the conservative force of gravity, we have that

FE = constant (5.306)

Consequently,
d

dt

(

FE
)

= 0 (5.307)

Now we know that
FE = FT + FU (5.308)

Since point C is the center of mass of the cylinder, the kinetic energy is given as

FT = 1

2
mFvC · FvC +

1

2
FHC · FωR (5.309)

Using the expression for FvC from Eq. (5.305), we have that

1

2
mFvC · FvC =

1

2
m
[

r θ̇Ex + 0.42r θ̇eθ

]

·
[

r θ̇Ex + 0.42r θ̇eθ

]

(5.310)

Simplifying this expression, we obtain

1

2
mFvC · FvC =

1

2
m
[

r2θ̇2 + (0.42r θ̇)2 + 0.84r2θ̇2Ex · eθ

]

(5.311)
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Noting that 0.422 = 0.18 and that

Ex · eθ = Ex ·
[

− cosθEx − sinθEy

]

= − cosθ (5.312)

we obtain

1

2
mFvC · FvC =

1

2
m
[

r2θ̇2 + 0.18r2θ̇2 − 0.84r2θ̇2 cosθ
]

(5.313)

Simplifying further, we have that

1

2
mFvC · FvC =

1

2
mr2θ̇2 [1.18− 0.84 cosθ] (5.314)

Next, the angular momentum of the cylinder relative to the center of mass C is

given as
FHC = IRC · FωR (5.315)

Now since the cylinder is symmetric about the er -direction, we have that {er ,eθ,ez}
is a principle-axis basis. Consequently, the moment of inertia tensor IRC can be

expressed as

IRC = ICrrer ⊗ er + ICθθeθ ⊗ eθ + ICzzez ⊗ ez (5.316)

Then, using the expression for FωR from Eq. (5.295), we obtain FHC as

FHC =
(

ICrrer ⊗ er + ICθθeθ ⊗ eθ + ICzzez ⊗ ez

)

· θ̇ez = ICzzθ̇ez (5.317)

Now for a semicircular cylinder we have that

ICzz = 0.32mr2 (5.318)

Consequently, the angular momentum of the cylinder relative to the center of

mass of the cylinder is given as

FHC = 0.32mr2θ̇Ez (5.319)

Using the expression for FHC from Eq. (5.319), we obtain

1

2
FHC · FωR = 1

2

[

0.32mr2θ̇Ez · θ̇Ez

]

= 0.16mr2θ̇2 (5.320)

The kinetic energy of the cylinder in reference frame F is then given as

FT = 1

2
mr2θ̇2 [1.18− 0.84 cosθ]+ 0.16mr2θ̇2 (5.321)

Eq. (5.321) simplifies to

FT = 1

2
mr2θ̇2 [1.5− 0.84 cosθ] (5.322)
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Now since the only conservative force acting on the cylinder is that due to grav-

ity, the potential energy of the cylinder in reference frame F is given as

FU = −mg · rC (5.323)

Now since the force of gravity acts vertically downward, we have that

mg =mgEy (5.324)

Then, using the expression for rC from Eq. (5.302), we obtain FU as

FU = −mgEy · (xEx + 0.42rer ) = −0.42mgrEy · er (5.325)

Now, using the expression for er from Eq. (5.294), we have that

Ey · er = Ey · (− sinθEx + cosθEy) = cosθ (5.326)

Consequently, the potential energy in reference frame F is given as

FU = −0.42mgr cosθ (5.327)

The total energy of the system in reference frame F is then given as

FE = FT + FU = 1

2
mr2θ̇2 [1.5− 0.84 cosθ]− 0.42mgr cosθ (5.328)

Differentiating FE with respect to time, we obtain

d

dt

(

FE
)

=mr2θ̇θ̈ [1.5− 0.84 cosθ]+1

2
mr2θ̇2

[

0.84θ̇ sinθ
]

+0.42mgrθ̇ sinθ = 0

(5.329)

Simplifying this last expression gives

mr2θ̇θ̈ [1.5− 0.84 cosθ]+0.42mr2θ̇2
[

θ̇ sinθ
]

+0.42mgrθ̇ sinθ = 0 (5.330)

We then obtain

θ̇
{

mr2θ̈ [1.5− 0.84 cosθ]+ 0.42mr2θ̇2 sinθ + 0.42mgr sinθ
}

= 0 (5.331)

Noting that θ̇ ≠ 0 as a function of time, we obtain the differential equation of

motion as

mr2θ̈ [1.5− 0.84 cosθ]+ 0.42mr2θ̇2 sinθ + 0.42mgr sinθ = 0 (5.332)
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Question 5–8

A homogeneous sphere of radius r rolls without slip along a fixed spherical

surface of radius R as shown in Fig. P5-8. The angle θ measures the amount by

which the sphere has rotated from the vertical direction. Knowing that gravity

acts downward and assuming the initial conditions θ(0) = 0 and θ̇(0) = 0, de-

termine the differential equation of motion while the sphere maintains contact

with the spherical surface.

g

m

rC

O R

θ

Figure P5-12

Solution to Question 5–8

Preliminaries

For this problem it is convenient to apply the following balance laws:

• Euler’s 1st law to the center of mass of the rolling sphere

• Euler’s 2nd law about the center of mass of the rolling sphere

In order to use the aforementioned balance laws, we will need the following

kinematic quantities in an inertial reference frame:

• The acceleration of the center of mass of the rolling sphere

• The rate of change of angular momentum of the rolling sphere about the

center of mass of the rolling sphere
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Kinematics

Let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate system

fixed in reference frame F :

Origin at O
Ex = Along OC When θ = 0

Ez = Into Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Next, let A be a reference frame fixed to the direction OC . Then, choose the

following coordinate system fixed in reference frame A:

Origin at O
er = Along OC
ez = Into Page (= Ez)
eφ = ez × er

The geometry of the bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eφ,ez} is shown in Fig. 5-14

where φ be the angle between the direction Ex and the direction er . Using the

⊗

er

eθ

Ex

Ey
ez,Ez

φ

φ

Figure 5-14 Relationship Between Bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eφ,ez} for Ques-

tion 5–8.

geometry in Fig. 5-15, we have the following relationship between {Ex,Ey ,Ez}
and {er ,eφ,ez}:

er = cosφEx + sinφEy
eφ = − sinφEx + cosφEy
Ex = cosφer − sinφeφ
Ey = sinφer + cosφeφ

(5.333)

Next, the angular velocity of reference frame A in reference frame F is given as

FωA = φ̇ez = φ̇Ez (5.334)
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Furthermore, denoting the reference frame of the rolling sphere by R and ob-

serving that θ describes the rotation of the rolling sphere relative to the fixed

vertical direction, we have that

FωR = θ̇ez = θ̇Ez (5.335)

The position of the center of mass of the rolling sphere is then given as

r̄ = (R + r)er (5.336)

Differentiating r̄ in reference frame F using the transport theorem, we have that

Fv̄ =
Fd
dt
(̄r) =

Ad
dt
(̄r)+ FωA × r̄ (5.337)

Now we have that

Ad
dt (̄r) = 0

FωA × r̄ = θ̇ez × (R + r)er = (R + r)φ̇eφ
(5.338)

Consequently,
Fv̄ = (R + r)φ̇eφ (5.339)

Differentiating Fv̄ in reference frame F using the transport theorem, we have

that

Fā =
Fd
dt

(

Fv̄
)

=
Ad
dt

(

Fv̄
)

+ FωA × Fv̄ (5.340)

Now we have that

Ad
dt

(

Fv̄
)

= (R + r)φ̈eφ

FωA × r̄ = θ̇ez × (R + r)φ̇eφ = −(R + r)φ̇2er
(5.341)

Consequently,
Fā = −(R + r)φ̇2er + (R + r)φ̈eφ (5.342)

Now we see that Eq. (5.342) is an expression for Fā in terms of the derivatives

of φ. However, in this problem we are interested in obtaining the differential

equation of motion in terms of θ. Therefore, we need to eliminate φ in favor of

θ.

Eliminating φ is accomplished as follows. First, we know that the sphere

rolls without slip along the fixed sphere. Denoting Q as the instantaneous point

of contact between the two spheres, we have that

FvRQ ≡ FvQ = 0 (5.343)
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Then, applying the relative velocity property for two points on a rigid body, we

have that
Fv̄− FvQ = FωR × (̄r− fQ) (5.344)

Now we have that rQ = Rer which implies that r̄− rQ = rer . Then, substituting
FωR from Eq. (5.335) into Eq. (5.344), we obtain

Fv̄− FvQ = θ̇ez × rer = r θ̇eφ (5.345)

Finally, observing from Eq. (5.343) that FvQ = 0, we obtain Fv̄ as

Fv̄ = r θ̇eφ (5.346)

Then, setting the result of Eq. (5.346) equal to the result of Eq. (5.339), we obtain

r θ̇ = (R + r)φ̇ (5.347)

Solving Eq. (5.347) for φ̇, we obtain

φ̇ = r

R + r θ̇ (5.348)

Differentiating φ̇ in Eq. (5.348), we obtain

φ̈ = r

R + r θ̈ (5.349)

The acceleration of the center of mass of the rolling sphere is then given as

Fā = −(R + r)
[

r

R + r θ̇
]2

er + (R + r)
[

r

R + r θ̈
]

eφ (5.350)

Simplifying Eq. (5.350), we obtain

Fā = − r
2θ̇2

R + r er + r θ̈eφ (5.351)

Next, we need to compute the rate of change of the angular momentum of

the sphere relative to the center of mass of the sphere in reference frame F . We

have that
F

H̄ = Ī
R · FωR (5.352)

where Ī
R

is the moment of inertia tensor relative to the center of mass and FωR

is the angular velocity of the sphere in reference frame F . Now since {er ,eφ,ez}
is a principle-axis basis, the moment of inertia tensor Ī

R
can be written as

Ī
R = Īrrer ⊗ er + Īφφeφ ⊗ eφ + Īzzez ⊗ ez (5.353)

Then, substituting the expression for FωR as given in Eq. (5.335) and the ex-

pression for the moment of inertia tensor from Eq. (5.353) into Eq. (5.352), we

obtain
F

H̄ as
F

H̄ = Īzzθ̇ez (5.354)
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Now we have for a sphere that

Īzz =
2

5
mr2 (5.355)

Consequently, Eq. (5.354) simplifies to

F
H̄ = 2

5
mr2θ̇ez (5.356)

Differentiating
F

H̄ in reference frame F , we obtain

Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

= 2

5
mr2θ̈ez (5.357)

Kinetics

As stated earlier, this problem will be solved using the following balance laws:

• Euler’s 1st law to the rolling sphere

• Euler’s 2nd law about the center of mass of the rolling sphere

The free body diagram of the rolling sphere is shown in Fig. 5-15. It can be seen

that the following forces act on the sphere:

Fr = Force of Rolling

N = Reaction Force of Fixed Sphere on Rolling Sphere

mg = Force of Gravity

Given the geometry of the problem, we have that

N = Ner
Fr = Freφ
mg = −mgEx

(5.358)

Then, substituting the expression for Ex in terms of er and eφ from Eq. (5.333),

the force of gravity can be written as

mg = −mg cosφer +mg sinφeφ (5.359)

Then, using the fact that θ is zero when the sphere is at the top of the fixed

sphere, we have that

θ(t = 0) = φ(t = 0) = 0 (5.360)

Consequently, integrating Eq. (5.348), we obtain

φ = rθ

R + r (5.361)

Substituting the expression for φ into Eq. (5.359), we obtain

mg = −mg cos

(

rθ

R + r

)

+mg sin

(

rθ

R + r

)

eφ (5.362)
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Fr

N

mg

Figure 5-15 Free Body Diagram of Rolling Sphere for Question 5–8.

Application of Euler’s 1st To the Rolling Sphere

Euler’s 1st law states that

F =mFā (5.363)

For this problem, the resultant force acting on the sphere is given as

F = N+ Fr +mg (5.364)

Using the expressions for the forces as given in Eq. (5.358) and Eq. (5.362), we

have the resultant force as

F = Ner + Freφ −mg cos

(

r

R + r θ
)

+mg sin

(

r

R + r θ
)

eφ (5.365)

Then, setting F from Eq. (5.365) equal to mFā using Fā from Eq. (5.351), we

obtain

Ner + Freφ −mg cos

(

rθ

R + r

)

+mg sin

(

rθ

R + r

)

eφ =m
(

− r
2θ̇2

R + r er + r θ̈eφ

)

(5.366)

Simplifying Eq. (5.366), we obtain

[

N −mg cos

(

rθ

R + r

)]

er +
[

Fr +mg sin

(

rθ

R + r

)]

= −m r2θ̇2

R + r er +mrθ̈eφ

(5.367)

Eq. (5.367) yields the following two scalar equations:

N −mg cos

(

rθ

R + r

)

= −m r2θ̇2

R + r (5.368)

Fr +mg sin

(

rθ

R + r

)

= mrθ̈ (5.369)

Application of Euler’s 2nd About the Center of Mass of the Rolling Sphere

We recall Euler’s 2nd law relative to the center of mass of a rigid body as

M̄ =
Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

(5.370)
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We already have
F
d
(F

H̄
)

from Eq. (5.357). Next, observing that mg and N both

pass through the center of mass of the sphere, we obtain M̄ as

M̄ = (rQ − r̄)× Fr (5.371)

Then, using the fact that rQ−r̄ = −rer and the expression for Fr from Eq. (5.358),

we obtain M̄ as

M̄ = −rer × Freφ = −rFrez (5.372)

Then, setting M̄ from Eq. (5.372) equal to
F
d
(F

H̄
)

/dt using the expression for
F
d
(F

H̄
)

/dt from Eq. (5.357), we obtain

−rFr =
2

5
mr2θ̈ (5.373)

Solving Eq. (5.373) for Fr , we obtain

Frez = −
2

5
mrθ̈ (5.374)

Differential Equation of Motion

The differential equation of motion can now be found using Eq. (5.368) and

Eq. (5.374). In particular, substituting Fr from Eq. (5.374) into Eq. (5.368), we

obtain

−2

5
mrθ̈ +mg sin

(

rθ

R + r

)

=mrθ̈ (5.375)

Rearranging Eq. (5.375), we obtain

7

5
mrθ̈ −mg sin

(

rθ

R + r

)

= 0 (5.376)

Simplifying Eq. (5.376), we obtain

θ̈ − 5g

7r
sin

(

rθ

R + r

)

= 0 (5.377)
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Question 5–10

A uniform circular disk of mass m and radius r rolls without slip along a plane

inclined at a constant angle β with horizontal as shown in Fig. P5-10. Attached

at the center of the disk is a linear spring with spring constant K. Knowing

that the spring is unstretched when the angle θ is zero and that gravity acts

downward, determine the differential equation of motion for the disk in terms

of the angle θ.

g

r

K

O

P

β

θ

Figure P5-13

Solution to Question 5–10

Kinematics

First, let F be a fixed reference frame. Then, choose the following coordinate

system fixed in F :

Origin at Point O when t = 0

Ex = Down Incline

Ez = Into Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Now since the disk rolls without slip along the incline, we have that

FvP = 0 (5.378)

Then, using the velocity property for two points on a rigid body, the velocity of

the center of mass of the disk is obtained as

Fv̄ = FvP + FωR × (̄r− rP) (5.379)
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In terms of the basis {Ex,Ey ,Ez}, the angular velocity of the disk in reference

frame F is given as

FωR = θ̇Ez (5.380)

r̄− rP = −rEy (5.381)

where R denotes the reference frame of the disk. Consequently, the velocity of

the center of mass of the disk in reference frame F is given as

Fv̄ = θ̇Ez × (−rEy) = r θ̇Ex (5.382)

Computing the rate of change of Fv̄ in reference frame F , we obtain the accel-

eration of the center of mass of the disk as

Fā =
Fd
dt

(

Fv̄
)

r θ̈Ex (5.383)

Next, the angular momentum relative to the instantaneous point of contact

is given as
FHP = F

H̄+ (rQ − r̄)×m(FvQ − Fv̄) (5.384)

Now we have that
F

H̄ = Ī
R · FωR (5.385)

Now since {Ex,Ey ,Ez} is a principle-axis basis, we have that

Ī
R = ĪxxEx ⊗ Ex + ĪyyEy ⊗ Ey + ĪzzEz ⊗ Ez (5.386)

Then, substituting Ī
R

from Eq. (5.386) into Eq. (5.385), we obtain

F
H̄ = Īzzθ̇Ez (5.387)

Now we have for a uniform circular disk that Īzz =mr2/2. Consequently,

F
H̄ = mr

2

2
θ̇Ez (5.388)

Next, since FvQ = 0, we have that

(rQ − rO)×m(FvQ − FvO) =mrEy × (−r θ̇Ex) =mr2θ̇Ez (5.389)

Consequently,

FHQ =
mr2

2
θ̇Ez +mr2θ̇Ez =

3

2
mr2θ̇Ez (5.390)

The rate of change of angular momentum relative to the point of contact is then

given as
Fd
dt

(

FHQ

)

= 3

2
mr2θ̈Ez (5.391)
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Fs

N

R
mg

Figure 5-16 Free Body Diagram of Cylinder for Question 5–10.

Kinetics

The free body diagram of the cylinder is shown in Fig. 5-16.

Using Fig. 5-16, the forces acting on the cylinder are given as

N = Force of Incline on Cylinder

R = Force of Rolling

Fs = Spring Force

mg = Force of Gravity

From the geometry we have that

N = NEy (5.392)

R = REx (5.393)

Fs = −K(ℓ − ℓ0)us (5.394)

mg = mguv (5.395)

(5.396)

where uv is the unit vector in the vertically downward direction and us is the

direction of the spring force. Now uv is shown in Fig. 5-17.

⊗

Ex

Ey uv

β

Figure 5-17 Unit Vector in Vertically Downward Direction for Question 5–10.
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Using Fig. 5-17, we have that

uv = sinβEx + cosβEy (5.397)

Therefore, the force of gravity is obtained as

mg =mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy (5.398)

Next, we have for the spring force that

ℓ = ‖r̄− rA‖ (5.399)

where A is the attachment point of the spring. Now suppose we say that the

spring is attached a distance L from where O is located when θ = 0. Then, we

have that

rA = −LEx (5.400)

Then we have that

r̄− rA = xEx − (−LEx) = (x + L)Ex (5.401)

Furthermore, the unstretched length of the spring is given as

ℓ0 = L (5.402)

Consequently, we obtain

‖r̄− rA‖ − L = x (5.403)

Now since the disk rolls without slip, we have that

x = rθ (5.404)

which implies that

‖r̄− rA‖ − L = rθ (5.405)

Finally, the direction us is given as

us =
r̄− rA

‖r̄− rA‖
= Ex (5.406)

The spring force is then given as

Fs = −KrθEx (5.407)

Using the forces above, we can now apply the general form of Euler’s 2nd

law to the disk, i.e.,

MQ − (̄r− rQ)×mFaQ =
Fd
dt

(

FHQ

)

(5.408)
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First, since N and R pass through point Q, the moment relative to point Q is

given as

MQ = (̄r− rQ)× (mg+ Fs) (5.409)

where we note that both the force of gravity and the spring force act at the

center of mass. Then, using the expressions for mg and Fs from above, we

obtain

MQ = (−rEy)× (mg sinβEx +mg cosβEy −KrθEx)

=mgr sinβEz −Kr2θEz

= (mgr sinβ−Kr2θ)Ez

(5.410)

Next, we have that

FaQ = Fā+ FαR × (rQ − rO)+ FωR ×
[

ω× (rQ − rO)
]

(5.411)

Using Fā from Eq. (5.383) and the fact that rQ − r̄ = rEy , we obtain FaQ as

FaQ = r θ̈Ex + θ̈Ez × rEy + θ̇Ez ×
[

θ̇Ez × rEy

]

= r θ̈Ex − r θ̈Ex − r θ̇2Ey

= −r θ̇2Ey

(5.412)

Consequently, the inertial moment −(̄r− rQ)×mFaQ is given as

−rEy ×m(−r θ̇2Ey) = 0 (5.413)

Then, since the inertial moment is zero, we can set the moment relative to Q
equal to the rate of change of angular momentum relative to Q to obtain

mgr sinβ−Kr2θ = 3

2
mr2θ̈ (5.414)

Rearranging, we obtain the differential equation of motion as

3

2
mr2θ̈ +Kr2θ −mgr sinβ = 0 (5.415)
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Solution to Question 5–11

A slender rod of mass m and length l is suspended from a massless collar at

point O as shown in Fig. P5-11. The collar in turn slides without friction along

a horizontal track. The position of the collar is denoted as x while the angle

formed by the rod with the vertical is denoted θ. Given that a known horizontal

force P is applied to the rod at the point O and that gravity acts downward,

determine a system of two differential equations describing the motion of the

rod in terms of the variables x and θ.

x(t)

P

g l

m

O

θ

Figure P5-16

Solution to Question 5–11

Kinematics

First, let F be a reference frame fixed to the track. Then, choose the following

coordinate system fixed in reference frame F :

Origin at O When x = 0

Ex = To The Right

Ez = Out of Page

Ey = Ez × Ex

Next, let R be a reference frame fixed to the rod. Then, choose the following

coordinate system fixed in reference frame R:

Origin at O
er = Along Rod

ez = Out of Page

eθ = ez × er
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er

eθ

Ex

Ey

ez,Ez

θ

θ

Figure 5-18 Geometry of Bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eθ,ez} for Question 5–11.

The geometry of the bases {Ex,Ey ,Ez} and {er ,eθ,ez} is given in Fig. 5-18.

Using Fig. 5-18, we have that

er = sinθEx − cosθEy (5.416)

eθ = cosθEx + sinθEy (5.417)

Furthermore, we have that

Ex = sinθer + cosθeθ (5.418)

Ey = − cosθer + sinθeθ (5.419)

The position of the center of mass of the rod is then given as

r̄ = rO + rC/O (5.420)

where C is the center of mass of the rod. Now we have that

rO = xEx (5.421)

rC/O = l

2
er (5.422)

Therefore,

r̄ = xEx +
l

2
er (5.423)

Furthermore, the angular velocity of the rod in reference frame F is given as

FωR = θ̇ez (5.424)
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Then, the velocity of the center of mass of the rod in reference frame F is given

as

Fv̄ =
Fdr̄

dt
=
FdrO

dt
+
FdrC/O

dt
= FvO + FvC/O (5.425)

Now we have that

FvO =
FdrO

dt
= ẋEx (5.426)

Furthermore, using the rate of change transport theorem, we have that

FdrC/O

dt
=
RdrC/O

dt
+ FωR × rC/O (5.427)

Now we have that

RdrC/O

dt
= 0 (5.428)

FωR × rC/O = θ̇ez ×
l

2
er =

lθ̇

2
eθ (5.429)

Therefore, we obtain FvC/O as

FvC/O =
lθ̇

2
eθ (5.430)

which implies that

Fv̄ = ẋEx +
lθ̇

2
eθ (5.431)

The acceleration of the center of mass is then obtained as

Fā =
Fd
dt

(

Fv̄
)

=
Fd
dt

(

FvO

)

+
Fd
dt

(

FvC/O

)

= FaO + FaC/O (5.432)

First, we obtain FaO as
FaO = ẍEx (5.433)

Furthermore, using the rate of change transport theorem, we have FaC/O as

FaC/O =
Fd
dt

(

FvC/O

)

=
R d
dt

(

FvC/O

)

+ FωR × FvC/O (5.434)

Now we know that

R d
dt

(

FvC/O

)

= lθ̈

2
eθ (5.435)

FωR × FvC/O = θ̇ez ×
lθ̇

2
eθ = −

lθ̇2

2
er (5.436)
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Therefore,

FaC/O = −
lθ̇2

2
er +

lθ̈

2
eθ (5.437)

which implies that

Fā = ẍEx −
lθ̇2

2
er +

lθ̈

2
eθ (5.438)

Next, the angular momentum of the rod relative to the center of mass is

given as
F

H̄ = Ī
R · FωR (5.439)

Now since {er ,eθ,ez} is a principle-axis basis, we have that

Ī
R = Īrrer ⊗ er + Īθθeθ ⊗ eθ + Īzzez ⊗ ez (5.440)

Then, using the expresion for FωR from Eq. (5.424), we obtain
F

H̄ as

F
H̄ =

(

Īrrer ⊗ er + Īθθeθ ⊗ eθ + Īzzez ⊗ ez
)

· θ̇ez = Īzzθ̇ez (5.441)

Computing the rate of change of
F

H̄ in reference frame F , we obtain

Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

== Īzzθ̈ez (5.442)

Now for a slender uniform rod we have that Īzz = ml2/12. Consequently, we

have that
Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

== ml
2

12
θ̈ez (5.443)

Kinetics

This problem will be solved by applying the following two balance laws: (1)

Euler’s 1st law and (2) Euler’s 2nd law relative to the center of mass of the rod.

The free body diagram of the rod is shown in Fig. 5-19.

Using Fig. 5-19, we see that the following three forces act on the rod

N = Reaction Force of Track

P = Known Horizontal Force

mg = Force of Gravity

Now we have that

N = NEy (5.444)

P = PEx (5.445)

mg = −mgEy (5.446)

The resultant force acting on the particle is then given as

F = N+ P+mg = NEy + PEx −mgEy = PEx + (N −mg)Ey (5.447)
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N

P

mg

Figure 5-19 Free Body Diagram of Rod for Question 5–11.

Application of Euler’s 1st Law to Rod

Then, applying Euler’s 1st law, we have that

F =mFā (5.448)

Using the expression for Fā from Eq. (5.438) and the resultant force from Eq. (5.447),

we obtain

PEx + (N −mg)Ey =mẍEx −
mlθ̇2

2
er +

mlθ̈

2
eθ (5.449)

Then, computing the projection of Eq. (5.449) in the Ex-direction, we have that

P =mẍ − mlθ̇
2

2
er · Ex +

mlθ̈

2
eθ · Ex (5.450)

Now from Eq. (5.416) and Eq. (5.417) we have that

er · Ex = sinθ (5.451)

eθ · Ex = cosθ (5.452)

Therefore,

P =mẍ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ + mlθ̈

2
cosθ (5.453)

Next, computing the projection of Eq. (5.449) in the Ey -direction, we have that

N −mg = −mlθ̇
2

2
er · Ey +

mlθ̈

2
eθ · Ey (5.454)

Now from Eq. (5.416) and Eq. (5.417) we have that

er · Ey = − cosθ (5.455)

eθ · Ey = sinθ (5.456)
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Therefore,

N −mg = mlθ̇
2

2
cosθ + mlθ̈

2
sinθ (5.457)

The two equations that result from the application of Euler’s 1st law to the rod

are then given from Eq. (5.453) and Eq. (5.457) as

P =mẍ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ + mlθ̈

2
cosθ (5.458)

N −mg = mlθ̇
2

2
cosθ + mlθ̈

2
sinθ (5.459)

Application of Euler’s 2nd Law to Rod

Applying Euler’s 2nd law to the center of mass of the rod, we have that

M̄ =
Fd
dt

(F
H̄
)

(5.460)

Now we already have the rate of change of angular momentum relative to the

center of mass of the rod from Eq. (5.442). Next, since gravity passes through

the center of mass of the rod and the forces N and P both act at point O, the

moment relative to the center of mass is given as

M̄ = (rO − r̄)× (N+ P) (5.461)

Now we have that

rO − r̄ = − l
2

er (5.462)

Furthermore, using the expressions for N and P from Eq. (5.444) and Eq. (5.445),

respectively, we obtain

M̄ = − l
2

er ×
(

NEy + PEx

)

= − l
2

(

Ner × Ey + Per × Ex

)

(5.463)

Now we have that

er × Ey = sinθEz = sinθez (5.464)

er × Ex = cosθEz = cosθez (5.465)

Consequently,

M̄ = − l
2

er ×
(

NEy + PEx

)

= − l
2
(N sinθ + P cosθ)ez (5.466)

Then, setting M̄ in Eq. (5.466) equal to
F
d(
F

H̄)/dt using the expression for
F
d(
F

H̄)/dt from Eq. (5.443), we obtain

− l
2
(N sinθ + P cosθ)ez =

ml2

12
θ̈ez (5.467)
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Eq. (5.467) simplifies to

N sinθ + P cosθ = −ml
6
θ̈ (5.468)

Determination of System of Two Differential Equations of Motion

The first differential equation of motion is obtained directly from Eq. (5.458),

i.e.,

mẍ + mlθ̈
2

cosθ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ = P (5.469)

The second differential equation is obtained using Eq. (5.459) and Eq. (5.468).

First, multiplying Eq. (5.459) by sinθ , we have that

N sinθ −mg sinθ = mlθ̇
2

2
cosθ sinθ + mlθ̈

2
sin2θ (5.470)

Then, subtracting Eq. (5.468) from Eq. (5.470), we obtain

P cosθ +mg sinθ = −ml
6
θ̈ − mlθ̇

2

2
cosθ sinθ − mlθ̈

2
sin2θ (5.471)

Simplifying Eq. (5.470), we obtain the second differential equation of motion as

ml

6

(

1+ 3 sin2θ
)

θ̈ + mlθ̇
2

2
cosθ sinθ +mg sinθ = −P cosθ (5.472)

A system of two differential describing the motion of the rod is then given as

mẍ + mlθ̈
2

cosθ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ = P (5.473)

ml

6

(

1+ 3 sin2θ
)

θ̈ + mlθ̇
2

2
cosθ sinθ +mg sinθ = −P cosθ (5.474)

Alternate System of Two Differential Equations

Now while Eqs. (5.473) and (5.474) are perfectly valid, a more elegant system

of differential equations is obtained by manipulating Eqs. (5.473) and (5.474).

First, multiplying Eq. (5.473) by cosθ , we obtain

mẍ cosθ + mlθ̈
2

cos2θ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ cosθ = P cosθ (5.475)

Then, adding Eqs. (5.475) and (5.474) gives

mẍ cosθ + mlθ̈
2

cos2θ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ cosθ + ml

6

(

1+ 3 sin2θ
)

θ̈

+ mlθ̇
2

2
cosθ sinθ +mg sinθ = 0

(5.476)
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Now it is seen that the second and fourth terms in Eq. (5.476) cancel. Conse-

quently, Eq. (5.476) simplifies to

mẍ cosθ + mlθ̈
2

cos2θ + ml
6

(

1+ 3 sin2θ
)

θ̈ +mg sinθ = 0 (5.477)

Eq. (5.477) can be further simplified to give

mẍ cosθ + 2ml

3
θ̈ +mg sinθ = 0 (5.478)

An alternate system of differential equations is then obtained using Eq. (5.473)

and (5.478) as

mẍ + mlθ̈
2

cosθ − mlθ̇
2

2
sinθ = P (5.479)

mẍ cosθ + 2mlθ̈

3
+mg sinθ = 0 (5.480)

Derivation of 2nd Differential Equation Using Point O As Reference Point

It is ntoed that one of the differential equations can be obtained by using point

O as the reference point. In particular, we know from Eq. (5.433 that the accel-

eration of point O in reference frame F is FaO = ẍEx ≠ 0. Consequently, point

O is not inertially fixed and it is necessary to apply the general form of Euler’s

2nd law relative to point O, i.e.,

MO − (̄r− rO)×mFaO =
Fd
dt

(

FHO

)

(5.481)

Now examining the free body diagram of Fig. (5-19), we see that the forces P and

N pass through point O. Consequently, the moment relative to point O is due

entirely to the force of gravity and is given as

MO = (̄r− rO)×mg (5.482)

Using the expressions for rO − r̄ from Eq. (5.462), we have that

r̄− rO =
l

2
er (5.483)

Next the force of gravity is given as

mg = −mgEy = −mg(− cosθer +sinθeθ) =mg cosθer −mg sinθeθ (5.484)

where we have used the expression for Ey from Eq. (5.419). The moment relative

to point O is then given as

MO =
l

2
er × (mg cosθer −mg sinθeθ) = −

mgl

2
sinθez (5.485)
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Next, the inertial moment due to the acceleration of point O is then given as

−(̄r− rO)×mFaO =
l

2
er ×mẍEx (5.486)

Using the expression for Ex from Eq. (5.418), we obtain

−(̄r− rO)×mFaO = −
l

2
er ×mẍ(sinθer + cosθeθ) = −

mlẍ

2
cosθez (5.487)

Then, the angular momentum relative to point O is obtained as

FHO = F
H̄+ (rO − r̄)×m(FvO − Fv̄) = ml

2

12
θ̇ez +

(

− l
2

er

)

m

(

lθ̇

2
eθ

)

(5.488)

Simplifying Eq. (5.488) gives

FHO =
ml2

12
θ̇ez +

ml2

4
θ̇ez =

ml2

3
θ̇ez (5.489)

The rate of change of FHO in reference frame F is then given as

Fd
dt

(

FHO

)

= ml
2

3
θ̈ez (5.490)

Substituting the results of Eqs. (5.485), (5.487), and (5.490) into (5.481), we ob-

tain

−mgl
2

sinθez −
mlẍ

2
cosθez =

ml2

3
θ̈ez (5.491)

Dropping the dependence in Eq. (5.491) and simplifying, we obtain

mẍ cosθ + 2ml

3
θ̈ +mg sinθ = 0 (5.492)

It is seen that Eq. (5.492) is identical to Eq. (5.478).


